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1. Educator resources

Lifting the Lid: A teaching resource for primary teachers for the International
Year of Sanitation (book)
2008, Global Education Centre

"A teaching resource for primary teachers for the International Year of Sanitation
introduces teachers to this important health issue and provides ideas and activities for
classroom use. Toilets are a taboo subject, but we cannot and must not ignore the
global crisis in sanitation - diarrhoeal diseases are the second biggest killer of children
in the world. Lack of basic water and sanitation services keep people trapped in the
poverty cycle. Health outcome through having both clean water and sanitation can
have life-changing impacts for people."

Dying to go… to the toilet: The sanitation challenge (book)
2008, Global Education Project Victoria

"A resource for middle-secondary students that describes the problems of lack of
sanitation, how it affects people and the environment, and outlines action that can be
taken to improve this basic human right for millions of people. The resource uses a
global perspective by basing activities on the learning emphases from the Global
perspectives: A statement on global education for Australian schools (2002),
Curriculum Corporation. Each section develops knowledge, skills and student activities
based on global learning emphases. This resource may be used as a stand-alone unit
of work or can be used to support different aspects of other studies such as population,
development or sustainability."

Get Connected: Water in the World (magazine & DVD)
Middle Years+
2013, World Vision

How important is water for human development?
What are the water issues facing our world?
How do communities respond to water issues?



Dying to go… to the toilet: The sanitation challenge (book)
2008, Global Education Project Victoria
Middle-Secondary years

"A resource for middle-secondary students that describes the problems of lack of
sanitation, how it affects people and the environment, and outlines action that can be
taken to improve this basic human right for millions of people. The resource uses a
global perspective by basing activities on the learning emphases from the Global
perspectives: A statement on global education for Australian schools (2002),
Curriculum Corporation. Each section develops knowledge, skills and student activities
based on global learning emphases. This resource may be used as a stand-alone unit
of work or can be used to support different aspects of other studies such as population,
development or sustainability."

Captain Plop and the Tour de Recycle (book)
SA Water
Early - Primary Years

"Dust off your pushbikes and don your purple lycra for a water recycling adventure like
no other! Join Captain Plop as he races through three stages of water use and
treatment - from the home, to the treatment plant and back to the house and garden
for reuse. This book uses a bicycle race theme to introduce primary students to the
concept of treating wastewater for the purpose of reuse."

Captain Plop: the desalination adventure (book)
SA Water
Early-Primary Years

"Ahoy me hearties! Come aboard for more swashbuckling Captain Plop adventures as
he journeys through a desalination plant. From the intake pipe in the ocean to your tap
at home, learn how Captain Plop transforms from salt water to drainking water. This
book assist young children to grasp the complex process of desalination by providing
simplified explanations in the context of a fun, pirate themed story."

2. Student resources

A Water Report Series (books)
2006, MacMillan Library
Primary Years+

A set of six titles: Natural Water, Water Supply, Water Conservation, Water Quality,
Water Use and Recycled Water. "The books present vital information on the
availability of fresh water, the different ways we use water, ways to manage our limited
water supply, what affects the supply of good quality water, ways to recycle
stormwater, waste water and sea water, and water conservation. Special features
include a large pictorial diagram of the water cycle, case studies based on actual
programs, waterwise facts and water saver tips."



Where does the poo go? (book)
2003, Caren Trafford
Primary - Middle Years

History of sewage management. “A narrative non-fiction books that create empathy
and understanding for our Planet, challenge your thinking and bring today's
environment to life.”

Water: the amazing journey (book)
2004, Caren Trafford
Primary - Middle Years

Forms of water, water management and conservation. “A narrative non-fiction books
that create empathy and understanding for our Planet, challenge your thinking and
bring today's Environment to life.”

Water South Australia: a history of the Engineering and Water Supply
Department (book)
1986, The Government of South Australia
Senior Years+

“South Australia presented many challenges to the European settlers of the 1830s but
few were more vital or formidable than that of seeking and maintaining a supply of
fresh water. The provision of public water and sewerage services in South Australia
has been a triumph of adaptation and experimentation in the face of disease,
bureaucratic obstructions, engineering trial and error, and changing public attitudes.
This absorbing book records the 150 years of history that underlie the Engineering and
Water Supply Department of South Australia. The highly readable text combines with
nearly a hundred photographs to show the places and personalities that have brought
the Department to its present eminent position in this State."

3. Books

A welcome to water (book)
1986, The Government of South Australia
Middle Years+

For most South Australians, the word ‘water’ conjures up a host of images: sprinklers
bringing new life to parched lawns; boating on the Murray; flocks of waterbirds; ducks
gliding on tranquil lakes. Yet in this arid State the reality of many of these images has
been made possible only by feats of engineering - impressive dam walls and
reservoirs, efficient sewage works, pipelines snaking across vast distances. The story
of South Australia’s water supply is told in this book by Colin Thiele, whose very
readable text is complemented by the splendid environmental and wildlife photographs
of David Simpson and Ted James.”

Notes

There are sets of student readers available in our Living Water Literacy Kits - see Wetlands and Waterways - that relate
to the theme of water treatment.
This file was last updated July 2020.


